350 science teachers from all over Europe will present their most innovative teaching ideas, workshops and performances. Participants are chosen at competitive national events in 27 countries.

www.science-on-stage.eu
WHAT IS SCIENCE ON STAGE?

Science on Stage brings together science teachers from across Europe to share best practice in science teaching. Originally begun in 2000 as Physics on Stage, it was broadened in 2003 to cover all sciences. The European Science on Stage Festival, hosted every two years in a different country, is the culmination of national events in the participating countries.

AIMS

To improve the quality of teaching by

- enabling science teachers to exchange teaching ideas and experience
- providing teachers with access to high quality science teaching resources
- informing teachers about cutting-edge research
- raising the profile of science teaching with education ministries in the countries involved.

The ultimate objective is creative and inspiring science teaching, raising interest in science and a scientific career among European students.

SCIENCE ON STAGE EUROPE

27 European countries are involved in Science on Stage Europe. A network of national steering committees provides the interface to the national science teaching communities. They organise national activities for teachers and select the teachers who represent each country at the European Science on Stage Festivals.

PROGRAMME

The programme consists of

1. Fair
   Exhibition where all participants present their projects

2. On-stage activities
   Plenary presentations on a big stage. Performances, keynote speaks and other spectacular presentations

3. Workshops
   The participants develop teaching materials, recommendations and discuss pedagogical issues. Topics will be organised in relation to project themes.

4. Master classes
   Master classes are all about sharing good practice. Teaching methods and concepts are shared in small, informal presentations. Master classes run as parallel sessions.

5. Forum
   Public and private enterprises, organisations, foundations and publishers exhibit

6. Social events
   The Copenhagen event has planned several social events: grand opening, event dinner, ‘red wine after hours’, prize awards, closing event etc.

CONFERENCE VENUE

Ørestad Gymnasium
Ørestads Boulevard 75
2300 København S | Denmark
www.oerestadgym.dk
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